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the glue compressor features various controls including, gain level, threshold, ratio, wet level and delay. threshold, rate and ratio control the compression characteristics, allowing you to adjust the glue compressor to fit the particular audio. a transparent bypass (dry)
and chain gain (wet) provide another level of control on the compression, allowing you to tailor the compression characteristics according to the particular task at hand. the gate control (win) / (mac) enable the glue compressor to accept sidechain audio. the gate

mixes the left and right channel and passes it to the glue compressor only when its threshold is met. it continues to pass additional channels until the threshold is met again. within the glue compressor control, the threshold, wet level and delay are set at 100%. mono
mode will cause the glue compressor to only process a single input signal. this option allows you to hear exactly what the glue compressor is doing, without having any potential sidechain audio from the stage loops, etc. the glue compressor will respond to the second

mono channel only. with the master level and sidechain level sliders, you can adjust the output level of the sidechain audio as well. this ensures that your external audio sources are not overwhelmed by your external sidechain signal. autoconfiguration detects your
system and automatically sets all of your speaker's parameters. you no longer have to waste time manually configuring speakers, enhancing audio quality, and generating surround sound effects. just plug the speaker into your system, power it on and turn it on. the
speaker will automatically detect your system and provide an audio output. settings included in the bose tv speaker are as follows: 1. sidechain level and compressor/gate threshold - pre-set by bose to produce optimum sound output. 2. sidechain gain and master

level - connect the sidechain audio input to your computer via a usb-to-audio cable (included). if the bose tv speaker is connected to a personal computer (pc) with an active sound card, you can use the bose tv speaker usb driver to detect and configure the bose tv
speaker. if your computer does not have sound capabilities, the bose tv speaker usb driver software will automatically detect the bose tv speaker and will provide audio output.
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The Gain knob adjusts the level of the external sidechains input, while the Dry/Wet knob allows you to use a combination of sidechain and original signal as the chorus expander trigger. With Dry/Wet at 100%, the chorus expander is triggered entirely by the sidechain
source. At 0%, the sidechain is effectively bypassed. Note that increasing the gain does not increase the volume of the source signal in the mix. The sidechain audio is only a trigger for the chorus expander and is never actually heard. The Gain knob adjusts the level
of the external sidechains input, while the Dry/Wet knob allows you to use a combination of sidechain and original signal as the speaker expander trigger. With Dry/Wet at 100%, the speaker expander is triggered entirely by the sidechain source. At 0%, the sidechain

is effectively bypassed. Note that increasing the gain does not increase the volume of the source signal in the mix. The sidechain audio is only a trigger for the speaker expander and is never actually heard. Pass through mode lets you pass the incoming signal
unchanged through the effects without applying the effects to the input. For example, if you have an instrument with an effects loop. If you hold the instrument’s effect in the Live input, the instrument’s audio will get processed by the instrument’s effects and then

your input. If you instead, record the audio to an audio track and play back that audio track for the instrument, you can simply use the one-click pass through mode to have the instrument play through its effect unimpeded. 5ec8ef588b
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